
Our company is hiring for a center supervisor. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for center supervisor

Capable of making decisions in the best interest of the customer and
achieving excellence in performance
Effectively monitors, evaluates and distributes daily workload for assigned
team/unit, uses the ACD Symposium system, queue displays and other tools,
to ensure production standards are being met for inbound and outbound call
handling, other work activities assigned
Understands the Call Center-s goals, those for assigned team/unit
Review daily progress of each account representative and review with each
direct report
Plan, direct, and control field personnel daily workload and work schedules
Plan, direct, and redirect service orders and service personnel as the day
progresses for work completion, customer appointments, and end-of-day
work balancing
Make sound decisions based on customer satisfaction, economic value, and
safety of field personnel
Investigate and solve customer and electric distribution system problems
Prioritize the workflow during and after normal working hours to meet
customer needs
Plan in conjunction with other managers commitments to ESSO for resources
to complete priority work

Qualifications for center supervisor

Example of Center Supervisor Job Description
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Creates “What If” routing scenarios monthly for delivery expense savings
opportunities
Travels to Veritiv divisions for on-site delivery improvement initiatives and
training support, support for Continuity of Operations (sustained routing
service)
Leads the database maintenance/audit function at the Routing Center and
provide direction on customer/route database to Routing Center Routers and
Leads
Must have first-hand experience in efficiently routing a fleet, including
thorough knowledge and skill set in utilizing Roadnet routing tool and XRS
driver performance reports
4 year degrees required
3 years Logistics experience desired


